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Special Features 
12 THE STORY OF TIME: No, we're not kidding. If you 

think about it for a second (or a decimal minute), you'll 
realise that the passage of time is one of the most 
significant factors to affect our daily lives. But how 
accurate should our clock-watching be? John Day 
wondered too... 

EQUIPMENT REVIEW — YAESU FT-26: Yaesu's line 
of hand-held transceivers has improved out of sight in 
the past couple of years, with more features more 
sensibly laid-out in more attractive and more functional 
designs. Here's a newcomer which is due soon... 

1992 AOCP THEORY COURSE — PART 7: Radios 
wouldn't be much chop without oscillators or amplifiers. 
This month, Paul Butler introduces a subject you'll be 
hearing a lot more about... 

NEW FEATURE — THE ARA CROSSWORD: Here's a 
fun way for new hands to learn — and for the old chums 
to prove they haven't forgotten! Each month we'll 
present a theoretical crossword which is fun to fill in. 

AMATEUR RADIO HF FREQUENCY LIST: Here's part 
three of Ash Nallawalla's biggest-ever listing of HF 
requencies to keep your ear on... 

PICTORIAL — THE BALLOON GOES UP! Your editor 
hurried to join the crowd thronging around the weather 
balloon — and was stopped by a passer-by to innocently 
ask if it was a camera club meeting! She wasn't wrong 
— there were more people clutching cameras than 
radios! A full report next month... 

Cover: Nothing like a bit of excitement to drag 'em out of the woodwork! 
Simultaneous weather balloon launches from Melbourne and Shepparton 
carrying two metre transmitters with data and voice announcements saw 
confirmed reception reports from hundreds of kilometres around. Inset: The 
new Yaesu FT-26 takes over from where the Icom IC-2SA left off— a 
maximum number of features from a minimum number of controls. Tom 
Moffat checked it out eight months ago... and we've been sitting on his 
report while waiting for production to commence. 

Next issue out August 4. Reserve your copy today! 
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Regular Features 
4—QSP: By Chris Edmondson, 

VK3CE. 
8—NEWS DESK: News in Brief... 

28—BOOK REVIEWS: Good stuff... 
32—SUBSCRIBE TO ARA! 
42—SHORTWAVE: Broadcast news. 
46—YL FORUM: The QSL art... 
47—ON SIX: All the six metre news. 
50—PACKET RACKET: On new regs. 
54—HEROES OF HAM RADIO. 

Toasted Ham Sandwich, anyone? 
54—FOXHUNTING: More bright 

ideas from Simon Clowes... 
56—DX & BAND: HF DX news from 

the H I DX A's Jim Smith. 
59—CROSSWORD: Give up? 
60—PREDICTIONS: IPS' July charts. 
62—ADVERTISE FREE in the ARA 

Classifieds! 
62—ADVERTISERS' INDEX 
63—CLASSIFIEDS: Lots of radio and 

computer DEALS. 


